With the advent of virtual reality (VR) technology, spatial audio has been increasingly adopted to evaluate the acoustic environment in soundscape research. It is therefore imperative to assess the quality of commonly used spatial audio reproduction methods to determine their ecological validity. Through subjective evaluations with 30 participants, the same participant evaluated four outdoor in situ locations vis-à-vis its corresponding audio-visual recording in VR on a separate day. A total of three spatial audio reproduction methods were assessed in VR, and they were all down-mixed from the first-order ambisonics (FOA) recordings to headphonebased FOA-static binaural, FOA-tracked binaural; and FOA 2-dimensional (2D) octagonal speaker array. The participants evaluated the acoustic environment in terms of the overall soundscape quality and perceived spatial qualities at each location. Regarding overall soundscape quality, there were no significant differences in evaluating the sound-source dominance and affective soundscape qualities between in situ and all VR methods. However, significant differences were found in the perceived spatial qualities between three reproduction methods and in situ. Among the source-related spatial attributes, the perceived distance of the dominating sounds was farther in the virtual than in the in situ evaluations. In the localization of sound sources, both the FOA-tracked binaural and the FOA-2D speaker array exhibited higher spatial acoustic fidelity than FOA-static binaural. Regarding the environment-related spatial quality attributes, the 2D speaker array reproduction was perceived as more immersive and realistic than other reproduction methods. Overall, the FOA-tracked binaural appears to exhibit sufficient fidelity for cinematic VR evaluation of soundscapes.
Introduction
Throughout the soundscape design process, a heavy focus is placed on assessing human auditory perception over a physical acoustic environment [1, 2] . Soundscapes can be assessed in situ and/or virtually (reproduced or synthesized) [3] . An in situ soundscape study can be conducted as an on-site survey, interview or soundwalk [4] , in any combination, guaranteeing high ecological validity, because it reflects the real-world scenario. However, there are uncontrolled and extraneous factors, such as meteorological conditions or unwanted public interactions, that can adversely bias the results [5] .
In contrast, soundscape evaluation in a reproduced or synthesized acoustic environment allows precise control of extraneous and independent variables. This allows researchers to study the cause-and-effect relationship between dependent and independent variables, but at the likely expense of ecological validity, owing to the artificiality of the controlled virtual acoustic environment. Hence, the quality of acoustic recordings and reproduction techniques plays a vital role in achieving sufficiently high ecological validity under laboratory conditions throughout the soundscape design process [2, 6] .
Background

Binaural audio in soundscape studies
Binaural and ambisonics are two common recording techniques in soundscape studies [4] .
Binaural recording with a calibrated artificial head is the de facto choice for most soundscape evaluation studies, owing to its recognized international standardization. Calibrated condenser microphones in these binaural recording devices provide excellent timbre quality, an important factor in achieving realism and immersiveness. However, these binaural tracks are usually recorded and rendered in a static position (head-locked) over headphones with nonindividualized head-related transfer functions (HRTF). This often results in front-back confusions and in-head localizations, which may affect the spatial impression of the reproduced sound field [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . HRTFs characterize how the sound is heard at the eardrums and is thus unique to every individual. Whereas the importance of individualized HRTFs over headtracking is still unclear [12] , the inclusion of head-tracking to non-individualized HRTFs have been found to enhance externalization for frontal and rear sources [9, 13, 14] . However, there is currently no straightforward method to capture head-tracked binaural with calibrated artificial heads for head-tracked reproduction (i.e. in virtual reality (VR)).
The usability of head-locked/static binaural is thus technically restricted to a single viewing direction when paired with a dynamic visual media, reducing its immersiveness. If the visual media is omnidirectional and dynamic (i.e. in VR), the spatial perception of sound sources will be greatly affected owing to visual dominance [13, 15, 16 ].
Ambisonics in soundscape studies
Ambisonics, a method of recording and reproducing a sound field in full-sphere surround [17] [18] [19] , is the leading recording technique for interactive spatial audio reproduction [2] . The ambisonic format provides flexibility in conversion to a multitude of audio formats that can be reproduced over headphones or multichannel speaker systems. Owing to consumer availability of ambisonic microphones and decoders, first-order ambisonic (FOA) formats are usually down-mixed to headphone-based head-tracked binaural, or 'FOA-tracked binaural', for clear distinction from traditional binaural rendering from artificial head recordings. FOA-tracked binaural is usually integrated with consumer VR head-mounted devices (HMD), enabling a 3degrees-of-freedom (3DoF) audio-visual experience.
For increased spatial fidelity, ambisonic recordings can be reproduced using elaborate multichannel speaker systems in acoustically treated rooms. These treated rooms are usually quietened to reduce reverberations that could adversely affect the listening experience.
Ambisonic speaker reproduction is a rather costly setup that also lacks the convenience of portability, important for quick iterations.
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VR in soundscape studies
Because past studies have revealed that audio-visual interaction affects both soundscape and landscape perception [20] [21] [22] [23] , a multisensory design approach in architecture and urban planning is important for a holistic perception of the environment. In tandem with the consumerisation of VR technologies, there is a rapid adoption of VR in assessing existing or future designs of the urban environment, which consider different perceptual modalities in an integrative design process [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In addition to displaying landscapes cinematically [29] , VR techniques can be used in instances, such as computer-generated 3-dimensional (3D) audiovisual environments that have yet to be built [24, 30] . Thus, they allow for the evaluation of soundscape design processes in earlier design stages. This reiterates the significance of acoustic reproduction spatial quality for an accurate perceptual auralisation [31] of the 3D acoustic environment.
Recently, researchers have begun evaluating soundscapes in VR through ambisonic recordings down-mixed to head-tracked binaural [24] and multichannel speaker setups [27] , shifting away from static artificial head binaural audio recordings [30] . To achieve high ecological validity in evaluating soundscapes of existing locations, cinematic VR systems that reproduce real-world audio-visual scenes through omnidirectional stereo videos and headphones presented on an HMD, have been increasingly adopted [26] . It is worth noting that past studies mainly focused on audio-visual qualities, such as pleasantness of soundscape or aesthetic landscape quality, and less on the spatial acoustic quality of different spatial audio reproduction methods, such as between headphone-based binaural and speaker arrays [2, 26] .
Choosing the appropriate reproduction media
Several emerging studies have investigated the differences of spatial sound quality ratings using different visual and audio reproduction techniques in VR [16, [32] [33] [34] . However, the results are limited to the evaluation of static musical performers in an indoor music listening Building and Environment Volume 149 (2019) 1-14 6 environment, and not the overall impression of an outdoor space, the primary focus of soundscape research.
As highlighted by Guastavino et al., audio recording techniques and reproduction media
should be chosen with respect to perceptual experiences and the source material [35, 36] .
Because the primary focus of soundscape studies is on the outdoor environment, and there is an impending need to auralise soundscape interventions for evaluation [37] , such as in investigating the spatial orientation of masking sounds [38] , the suitability of widely available acoustic reproduction methods should be assessed based on these requirements.
Whereas an FOA down-mixed 2D hexagonal array of loudspeakers (i.e. FOA-2D) have been shown to be the preferred method for recreating outdoor environments, it only holds true when compared to 1-dimensional and 3D speaker arrays [35] . Moreover, past studies that compared binaural dummy head recordings to ambisonic speaker reproductions have displayed similar localization accuracy [39] , and focused on user preference on musical tracks [40] . Despite preference of binaural artificial ear/head recordings (with [41] and without head-tracking [42] ) over FOA-tracked binaural, it is still worthwhile to investigate FOA-tracked binaural because of recent improvements in ambisonic microphone quality and in the context of soundscape appraisals. It is thus timely to assess the perceptual differences between different FOA downmixed media for VR HMDs in evaluating outdoor sound scenes: static binaural (i.e. FOA-static binaural), as a 'fairer' representation of the binaural artificial head using microphones with the same timbral qualities; FOA-tracked binaural and FOA-2D speaker array.
Research questions
This study seeks to answer the following questions. Is there a difference in the perceived overall soundscape quality across the three FOA reproduction methods? Does the perceived spatial quality of the dominant sound sources and the overall acoustic environment differ across the three FOA reproduction methods? What role can each method play in soundscape research, especially pertaining to soundscape design, if there are significant differences in the overall soundscape and the perceived spatial qualities across the acoustic reproduction methods? These questions will be answered by subjectively assessing the difference between in situ and virtually-reproduced audio-visual scenes in a VR HMD using headphone-(FOA-static and FOA-tracked binaural) and speaker-based (FOA-2D) spatial audio reproduction methods, which are described in detail in the next section. The outcomes of experiments pertaining to the first and second research questions will be analysed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Finally, the third research question will be discussed in Section 5, together with the limitations of this study.
Method
Participants
To determine the sample size needed for the within-subject design in this study, a prioristatistical power analysis was conducted with: an expected effect size = 0.40, an α = 0.05, a power (1 − β) = 0.80, and number of measurement = 4, using G*Power 3.1 [43] . The expected effect size was determined based on the partial eta squared (η ) of 0.14, considered a medium effect size [44] . A previous preliminary test showed η values ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 [37] . The result of the power analysis suggested that a sample of 28 participants was needed.
In total, 30 participants (18 males and 12 females) were recruited for this experimental study.
The age distribution of the participants ranged from 19 to 29 yrs. (μ = 22.7, σ = 2.6).
In previous studies, in situ soundscape evaluations with small groups of people were recommended to minimize the interaction effects among participants [45, 46] . A large group of participants might cause potential detrimental effects on soundscape evaluation and acoustic recordings (e.g. human sounds generated by a large group, large masses of people altering the directivity of sounds, and attenuating sounds significantly). Therefore, the 30 participants were divided into three groups with, at most, 13 people in any group.
Materials
The questionnaire used in the soundscape evaluation aligns with the first two research questions and was thus separated into two parts for clarity. The first part pertained to overall soundscape quality, and the second part focused on the perceived spatial quality of the soundscape. The questionnaire in its entirety can be found in the appendix. The subjective results of parts one and two are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Questionnaire part one: overall soundscape quality
The overall soundscape quality, with respect to the identification of perceived dominant sound sources and perceived affective quality of soundscapes, were assessed based on the Swedish Soundscape Quality Protocol [47] . rated on a 7-point bipolar scale. For the rest of this paper, the paired adjectives are represented with a single (right-hand) term for brevity (i.e. 'Pleasant' instead of 'Unpleasant -Pleasant').
Questionnaire part two: perceived spatial quality
To explore the ecological validity of the reproduced acoustic environments, the perceptual spatial quality of the reproduced acoustic environments was evaluated between the FOA reproduction methods and in situ. Because the scene-based approach to spatial quality evaluation [50] was based on the same concept of auditory scene analysis (identification of sound sources in a complex auditory scene), it was adopted in two parts: source-related (individual or ensemble) spatial attributes, followed by an assessment of the overall acoustic environment via environment-related spatial attributes and an overall quality metric.
The source-related spatial attributes were further classified into micro and macro attributes, The environment-related spatial attributes describe the scene and are independent of sourcerelated attributes. Environment-related attributes can be evaluated in terms of environmental dimensions (width and depth) and immersion attributes (presence and envelopment) [50] .
Because envelopment usually describes reverberant indoor environments, the presence attribute proposed by Rumsey was employed to determine the immersiveness across the reproduction methods on a 7-point scale (1: not immersed at all, 7: fully immersed).
The dimensional qualities of the environment were evaluated by the extent to which the environment was perceived outside the head in an attempt to evaluate the environment width and to quantify in-head localisation, a known phenomenon that affects headphone-based spatial audio playback [10, 54, 55] . Hence, the participants were required to grade the externalization effect of the sound environment (1: inside head, 7: outside head).
Spatial quality can be also evaluated in the context of similarity to a reference (in situ) experienced previously by the participants. The attribute, realism, was defined as the degree of being realistic relative to the real-world scene. The participants were, thus, explicitly asked to grade the realism of the overall acoustic environment with respect to the in situ evaluation that they experienced previously (1: not realistic at all, 7: extremely realistic). Lastly, the reproduction fidelity was evaluated with a single quality measure of the overall listening experience (1: very bad, 7: very good). This single quality measure is analogous to the Basic Audio Quality metric commonly used to evaluate 3D sound playback media, and it captures both the timbral and spatial audio qualities [56] .
Stimuli
Audio-visual recording
During the in situ soundscape evaluations, the audio-visual environment at all four locations was captured for the virtual soundscape evaluations. A spherical panoramic camera (Garmin VIRB 360 Action Camera, USA) was used to record a high-quality omnidirectional video of each location at 4K 30-FPS resolution with a bit-rate of 80 Mbps. Simultaneously, the acoustic environments at the locations were recorded using a low-noise ambisonic microphone (Sennheiser AMBEO VR 3D Microphone, Germany) via a recorder (Zoom F8 Multi-Track Field Recorder, Japan), in A-format FOA [2] . Both the spherical camera and the ambisonic microphone were placed on a tripod at a height of 1.6 m from the ground. Additionally, a calibrated class 1 microphone (G.R.A.S. Type 40-PH CCP Microphone, Denmark) paired with a 24-bit analogue-to-digital converter (NI 9234) system recorded the A-weighed sound pressure levels ( ) at each location, which is the reference level for the playback of the sound recordings in laboratory conditions. The in situ soundscape evaluation and the audiovisual recording was time-synchronized with a clapper to ensure synchronicity of the in situ and virtual evaluations.
The recorded videos were post-processed (Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2017) into spherical projections for playback in a VR HMD, because acoustic evaluations through a VR HMD were found to be perceptually similar to the 180° CAVE-light system [16] . The recorded acoustic environment of the four locations was reproduced with three methods: FOA-static binaural;
FOA-tracked binaural and an FOA-2D octagonal speaker array.
Reproduction methods
In the headphone-based reproduction methods, the A-format tracks were converted to Bformat FOA, and were then down-mixed to create the binaural tracks using the KEMAR small pinnae HRTF.
Spatial audio based on head-tracked binaural sound was rendered with the Reaper (Reaper version 5.4, USA) Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) along with the Facebook Spatial Workstation plugin for Reaper [57] . The 3DoF head-tracking steers the direction of the binaural sound in synchronicity with the head movement for a more accurate perception of directional cues in the acoustic environment.
Lastly, the B-format FOA tracks were decoded to the FOA-2D octagonal array for an octagonal speaker setup using the Ambisonic Toolkit (ATK) plugin for the Reaper DAW [58] .
All loudspeakers were placed 1-m away from the centre position of the octagon where the participant was seated, at a height of 1.3 m, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Audio-visual synchronisation and calibration
The ambisonic audio and video recordings were synchronized with a clapper at the start of each recording session. Because the participants took approximately 1 min on average to complete the questionnaire at each location, 1-min excerpts of the audio-visual stimuli were used for the laboratory experiment. of stimuli owing to the headphones. The loudspeakers (Genelec 8320A Smart Active Monitor, Finland) were calibrated to a flat frequency response with the Genelec Loudspeaker Manager 2.0 (GLM) software at the sitting position (centre of the octagonal speaker array).
Experimental design
To compare and validate the soundscape reproduction methods, soundscape evaluations were conducted both in situ and in a virtual environment under laboratory conditions. A withinsubjects design with repeated measures was employed. The independent variables were the types of acoustic environment, including the in situ environment and the three FOA reproduction methods [59] . The same participants took part in both the physical in situ soundscape evaluation and the corresponding virtualized version in the laboratory to minimize the individual differences during the comparison.
Procedure
In situ soundscape evaluation
Four locations in the campus of Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, were selected for the soundscape evaluation, with each location exhibiting different soundscape characteristics, as shown in Fig. 2 . Location A is an open area with high human traffic flow near a canteen, a supermarket and a convenience store. Location B is a tranquil area beside a small lake surrounded by high-slopes and greenery. Location C is an open area with a fountain between a museum and a minor road with low traffic volume. Location D is a park exposed to heavy traffic noise, because it is flanked by a major expressway with the traffic lane mainly used by heavy vehicles nearest to the park. All four locations were within walking distance to minimize the potential psychological and physical distress of the participants during the in situ experiments, which could otherwise influence the soundscape assessment [45, 46] .
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The in situ soundscape evaluations were conducted on three different days at the same time of day between 12:30 and 13:30 PM with similar weather conditions. The number of participants for three days was 5, 12 and 13, respectively. The mean and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of temperature and relative humidity across the three days were 30 °C (2.0 °C) and 81% (6.6%), respectively.
It is worth noting that, while the participants were evaluating the soundscape at location B on day 2, there was a momentary sun shower, whereas there was no rain on the other days. The presence of rain influenced the perception of dominant sources to an extent that will be discussed in the results section. The mean and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of the measured sound pressure levels at location A to D across three days were 67.9 (1.2) dB, 51.8 All participants had normal hearing as evaluated with an audiometre (Interacoustics AD629, Denmark) before the experiment. In compliance with ethical procedures, the participants were provided with written information about this study, and written consent was obtained from all participants. Formal ethical approval to carry out this study was granted by the institutional review board of the Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (IRB-2017-07-025).
The participants were at least 2-m away from the audio-visual recording devices to avoid being located in the frontal view of the visual recordings. The participants could turn their heads, but they were instructed to stand still while facing the same direction as the frontal view of the audio-visual recordings to reduce the discrepancies and errors caused by different viewpoints of each participant between the in situ and virtual soundscape evaluations.
Virtual soundscape evaluation
After completing the in situ evaluations, the same participants evaluated the same audiovisual environments via the cinematic VR system in an anechoic chamber in the subsequent
week. The cinematic VR experience is the realistic projection of the recorded audio-visual scene of the in situ soundscape evaluation and will henceforth be referred to as a 'virtual soundscape evaluation' for ease of reference. By having the same participants evaluate the VR scenes with a priori experiences, a fair comparison can be made between the in situ soundscapes and their virtualized versions. corresponding to the day of the in situ evaluation. The audio-visual stimuli were presented to the participants in a random order to eliminate memory bias from prior judgments. After experiencing each audio-visual stimulus, participants removed their VR HMD to complete the questionnaire. All the virtual soundscape evaluations lasted approximately 40 min.
Data analyses
Because the same participants took part in both the virtual and in situ soundscape evaluations, repeated measures (RM) analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted to investigate the within-subjects effects in the subjective responses between the three FOA reproductions and the in situ soundscape evaluations. A series of two-way RM ANOVAs were performed for the perceived dominance of sound sources (six types) and each source-related spatial attribute (i.e. direction, width, distance and distinctiveness), assuming independence between attributes.
When the set of attributes measured different aspects of a cohesive theme, such as environment-related spatial quality (e.g. immersion, realism, externalization and overall listening quality) [50] , or when multiple attributes were theoretically correlated, such as the perceived affective quality of soundscape (e.g. pleasant, eventful, lively and calm) [3] , RM multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) was conducted to investigate the within-subject effects.
Normality assumptions regarding the residuals of dependent variables for each level of independent variable were examined with Shapiro-Wilk's test. The results showed that the datasets violated the normality assumption. However, it is known that ANOVA yields robust and accurate -values, even when the normality assumption is violated [60, 61] . Thus, the RM ANOVAs in this study should be considered robust against the normality assumption.
Mauchly's test of sphericity was conducted to examine whether a dataset met the assumption of sphericity. If the assumption of sphericity was violated, then the Greenhouse-Geisser As detailed in Section 3.2.1, the overall soundscape quality was evaluated based on the identified dominant sound sources and the perceived affective quality of each location.
Dominance of perceived sound sources
To identify discrepancies in the perceived dominant sound sources in each location, mean rating scores across the three FOA reproduction techniques were compared with those in situ, as shown in Fig. 3 . The subjective responses of the dominance of sound sources were grouped into six sub-datasets corresponding to the six sound source types. Subsequently, the two-way RM ANOVA tests were conducted for each sound source type to examine the statistical significance in the perception of dominating sound sources amongst the locations and the soundscape evaluation sessions (in situ and all three FOA reproductions). Table 1 , the two-way RM ANOVA results showed that the main effects of location on the dominance of perceived sound sources were significant across all six types of sound sources at a 0.05 significance level. This is because the dominant perceived sound sources significantly differed across the locations, as shown in Fig. 3 . The post hoc tests were conducted to examine the mean differences in the dominance of perceived sound sources among the four locations across all six types of sound sources. The post hoc test results showed The simple effects of the location for birdsongs and traffic sounds were significant across the FOA reproduction methods and in situ ( < 0.001), as shown in Table 2 . Post hoc tests revealed that the birdsong was more significantly dominant at location B than at the other locations across the FOA reproductions and in situ ( < 0.0125). For traffic noise, there were significant differences in dominance amongst the locations ( < 0.0125), except between locations A and B across the FOA reproduction methods and in situ. Table 3 There were three participants who selected the dominating sounds inconsistently across the FOA reproduction evaluations, and even in situ. Thus, subjective responses of these three participants were classified as outliers and were removed. Hence, a total of 27 subjective responses were used for statistical analyses in the sections that follow.
As shown in
Perceived affective quality of soundscape
To investigate the perceived affective quality of soundscape between the three FOA reproductions and in situ evaluations, mean rating scores of the four attributes, (a) pleasant, (b) Fig.4 (a to d) , respectively, as a function of the locations A to D.
As shown in Table 4 , a two-way RM MANOVA test was conducted to investigate the effects of the reproduction method, the location and their interactions with attributes pertaining to the affective quality of soundscape. The main effects of the reproduction method in each of the four attributes were not significant. This implies that there were no significant differences in affective quality of soundscape between the in situ and virtual soundscape evaluations.
Regarding the main effects of location, significant differences were found in 'Chaotic-Calm' and 'Unpleasant-Pleasant', whereas there were no significant differences in 'Uneventful- Because the effects of interaction (reproduction method × location) were significant in 'Chaotic-Calm' and 'Uneventful-Eventful', the simple effects of reproduction and location were computed. The significance level for the simple effect tests was set to 0.0125 (0.05/4). To test the simple effects of the reproduction method, separate one-way RM ANOVA tests in terms of 'Chaotic-Calm' and 'Uneventful-Eventful' were performed for each location as shown in Table 5 . It was found that the mean rating score for 'Chaotic-Calm' at locations D only showed statistically significant differences between in situ and virtual soundscape Simple effects of the location were investigated by conducting separate one-way RM ANOVA tests in terms of 'Chaotic-Calm' and 'Uneventful-Eventful' for each reproduction method, as shown in Table 6 . The effects of locations were significant for 'Chaotic-Calm' across the in situ and all virtual reproduction methods, whereas those for 'Uneventful-Eventful'
were not significant at the significance level of 0.0125. Post hoc tests showed that the mean rating score of 'Chaotic-Calm' at locations B and C were significantly higher than those at locations A and D across the reproduction methods ( < 0.001).
Effect on perceived spatial quality across reproduction methods
The spatial quality of the reproduction method was investigated in terms of source-related attributes and environment-related attributes independently, as detailed in Section 3.2.2.
Source-related spatial attributes
A total of four source-related attributes were investigated, where three attributes (i.e. direction, distance and width) were minor attributes pertaining only to dominant sources, and the last of the sound sources, are plotted in Fig. 5(a to d) , respectively, as a function of the locations A to D. Because the spatial characteristics of the dominant sound sources varied across the locations, a two-way RM ANOVA test was performed for each source-related spatial attribute to examine the statistical differences with respect to the reproduction methods and locations, as summarized in Table 7 . The RM ANOVA results revealed that the main effects of the reproduction methods and the locations on four spatial attributes were statistically significant ( < 0.001). This indicates that source-related spatial quality differed across the reproduction methods and locations with no interactions found between the spatial attributes and the locations. 234.00 1.20 0.30 0.04 0.58 g) Assumption of sphericity was violated and Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied.
To examine the mean differences of each source-related spatial attribute across the reproduction methods and locations, post hoc tests were conducted. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the distance of the dominating sound varied across the four locations. The participants perceived the dominant sound at location B, which was tranquil, further than the other locations ( < 0.05), whereas the dominant fountain sound at location C was perceived as nearer than the dominant sounds at the other locations ( < 0.001). Regarding the reproduction methods, the participants perceived the distance of the dominating sounds further in the virtual than in the in situ soundscape evaluations ( < 0.05). Whereas there were statistical differences, the absolute differences were small.
The dominant sound sources at location A, C and D had strong directivities, whereas the acoustic environment at location B was less directive and ambient, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Post hoc tests revealed that there were no significant differences in perception of direction for the dominating sound at each location among the in situ, FOA-tracked binaural and FOA-2D octagonal array reproductions. Only the FOA-static binaural reproduction was significantly different from the in situ cases ( < 0.05).
Regarding the sound source width, the participants perceived that the dominating sounds were coming from a wide area in locations B and D, whereas the width of the main sound sources at locations A and C were relatively narrow, as shown in Fig 5(c) . These observations are consistent with the acoustical characteristics of the dominant sources, for instance: the exhaust could be considered a point source in location A; birdsongs were present all around in location B; the fountain sound could also be considered as a point source in location C and the major expressway behaved like a line source in location D. There were no significant differences in the perception of sound source widths between the in situ and virtual soundscape evaluations in all FOA reproduction methods.
For the perception of distinctiveness of sound sources in the acoustic environment, the mean rating scores are shown in Fig. 5(d) . The participants distinctively perceived the directions and locations of the sound sources in all the locations, except location B. There were no significant differences in the spatial distinctiveness of sound sources at each location between the in situ and the virtual soundscape evaluations with the FOA-tracked binaural and the FOA-2D octagonal array reproduction. However, it is important to note that the distinctiveness of sound sources for FOA-static binaural was significantly lower than those in situ and of the FOA-2D octagonal array reproduction (p<0.05).
Environment-related spatial quality attributes
The perceived environment-related spatial quality across three FOA reproduction methods was implicitly compared with the in situ experience based on memory (except for 'realism', which was explicitly compared). The subjective ratings of the four environment-related spatial attributes, (a) immersion, (b) realism, (c) externalization and (d) overall listening of experience, are presented in Figs. 6(a-d) , respectively, across the three reproduction methods.
Two-way RM MANOVA tests were performed to examine the effects of reproduction method, location and interaction (reproduction method × location) in the set of attributes (i.e. immersion, realism, externalization and overall listening experience) describing environmentrelated spatial qualities. Table 8 , -values for testing main effects of reproduction method were significant for all four attributes ( < 0.001). Post hoc tests were performed to find the statistical differences in perceived environmental-related spatial attributes among the three reproduction methods. The results showed that the rating scores of FOA-static binaural and realism and overall listening experience than locations A (crowded area with high ventilation noise) and D (part exposed to heavy traffic). No significant difference in the three spatial attributes were found between locations C and B (tranquil area beside a small lake). Lastly, there were no significant differences between locations A and D regarding the three spatial attributes. This implies that participants might rate higher environment-related spatial quality in locations with good soundscape quality than locations with poor soundscape quality. The interactions between reproduction and location were not significant for all four environmentrelated attributes, as shown in Table 8 .
As shown in
Discussion
Limitations
The present study has some inherent limitations. One limitation is the age distribution of the participants, who were mainly in their 20s. This may not be representative of other age groups.
Additionally, the in situ soundscape evaluations were conducted across three different days with three different groups of participants. Because a within-subjects design with repeated measures was employed, the evaluation of the audio-visual recordings was confined to the corresponding in situ soundscape evaluation experienced by the participant. This evaluation protocol may have introduced a bias, even though the acoustic and meteorological conditions were consistent and stable across the three days. Moreover, there is a potential order bias in the in situ evaluations. Thus, a future study should be conducted by employing additional subjects, alternate ordering and multiple comparisons with different recordings (i.e. different from the participants' in situ evaluation) to enhance the repeatability and bias independency in this study.
Whereas the virtual soundscapes were presented in random order across all locations and reproduction techniques to ameliorate a potential memory bias, there is still an issue that participants may have tried to be consistent with their prior judgements, which they might have remembered, thereby underestimating the actual differences between the three FOA reproduction methods and in situ.
Furthermore, there was a slight difference in the evaluation procedure between the in situ and virtual soundscape evaluations. During the in situ experiments, the participants evaluated the acoustic environment approximately within 1 min, whereas in the virtual soundscape evaluations, the participants filled in the questionnaire after experiencing the reproduced audiovisual stimulus. Hence, the participants assessed the soundscape based on their recall of the experience, possibly resulting in discrepancies when comparing between in situ and virtual soundscape evaluations.
Differences in perceived overall soundscape quality
For a clearer analysis, the subjective assessment results across the three FOA reproduction techniques and in situ are summarised in Table 9 . Regarding the overall soundscape quality (Section 4.1) and source-related spatial attributes (Section 4.2), we focused on the relative comparisons based on the statistical analyses (i.e. RM MANOVAs and post hoc tests) between the in situ and the three FOA reproduction methods. 
The overall soundscape quality was assessed based on the perceived dominant sound sources and the perceived affective quality in each location. Overall, there were no significant differences in perceived dominant sound sources and affective quality of soundscape between three virtual reproduction methods and in situ evaluations, as shown in Table 9 . These findings are in agreement with previous studies showing that VR HMDs could be a reliable tool for soundscape assessment as an alternative to on-site surveys [25] [26] [27] .
However, there were some differences in the perceived dominance of intermittent sounds at the locations, such as birdsong, wind and traffic, from the minor road. These findings suggest that the 1-min recordings might be insufficient for representing the experienced in situ acoustic environments, especially for intermittent sounds. For instance, locations A and B were adjacent to minor roads where vehicles were intermittently passing-by. However, the recordings used in the laboratory tests did not contain many traffic sounds.
Differences in perceived spatial quality
Unlike the results of the overall soundscape quality evaluations, significant differences were found in the perceived spatial quality among the three The significant differences in the perception of dominating source distance could be attributed to the differences between the in situ evaluation position and the recording device position or the occlusion (i.e. bird, traffic) or omnidirectionality (i.e. wind) of dominating sources. It is worth noting that the overestimation of the perceived distance, as depicted in Fig, 5(a) , contradicts the classic underestimation of source distance for far sources in virtual acoustics [62] [63] [64] [65] . Additionally, this overestimation also contradicts the underestimation of perceived visual distances in VR HMDs [66, 67] and of sound source distances in audio-visual modalities [68, 69] . However, the aforementioned findings may not directly apply to cinematic VR systems [70] in the judgement of distance in outdoor scenarios with modern VR HMDs. Therefore, further investigation is required.
Regarding directivity and distinctiveness, the participants evaluated that dominant sound sources were less directive and distinctive with FOA-static binaural, as shown in Table. 9.
Whereas head movements were found to improve externalization in non-head-tracked binaural playback [13] and the localization of sound sources in the environment, the effects of head movements appear to be insufficient, as revealed in this study. This result suggests that the improvement in externalization from using head-tracked binaural [54, 55] 
Role of virtual acoustic reproduction methods in soundscape applications
The findings of this study reaffirm previous recommendations that the level of perceptual accuracy of the acoustic reproduction techniques should correspond to the research objectives, even with the introduction of VR techniques [2, 36] . For instance, when assessing a location's overall soundscape quality [47] , the FOA-static binaural or dummy-head-recorded binaural reproduction is sufficient. However, when the spatial aspects of soundscape elements are explored, FOA-tracked binaural or FOA-2D speaker arrays should be utilised to achieve sufficient realism and localization accuracy.
Cinematic VR or computer-generated VR techniques have enabled the stakeholders of the soundscape design process, such as urban planners and architects, to realize their designs in the virtual 3D space. Hence, the spatial fidelity of the acoustic elements is important for an accurate aural perception of the design iterations. For instance, when investigating the degree to which the spatial positioning of added sounds (e.g. water fountains, virtual loudspeakers playing birdsongs) energetically or informationally 'mask' [71, 72] noise in the environment, sufficient timbre quality and accurate localization of sound sources in the 3D space is required [38] .
Currently, the FOA techniques investigated in this study seem sufficient in the perception of source directivities (i.e. FOA-tracked binaural, FOA-2D speaker array) but are unable to provide sufficient fidelity in terms of distance perception. Perception of distance could be affected by both the reproduction medium and source material [35] . Guastavino and Katz found that FOA-2D speaker array produced an auditory scene that appeared nearer than 1D and 3D speaker setups. More importantly, a large variation in the perceived distance of a traffic scene was observed across 1D, 2D and 3D speaker setups, which warrants further investigation.
When non-expert listeners are recruited to evaluate the soundscape designs in VR during the participatory design approach [73, 74] , spatial audio reproduction methods with sufficient ecological validity (i.e. FOA-tracked binaural, FOA-2D speaker array) is crucial in ensuring a perceptually accurate assessment [24] .
The versatility of ambisonics recording and reproduction [2, 35] prompts further investigation into its reliability for soundscape design that involves virtual augmentation of sound sources in the real (augmented reality) or virtual acoustic environments (VR). Recommendations for enhancing FOA reproduction methods, especially for headphone-based methods, owing to their portability, will be discussed in Section 5.5.
Recommendations for future work
The study of FOA-based reproduction methods was motivated by the increasing consumer availability of FOA microphones and decoders. However, the limited spatial resolution of FOA could be the main limiting factor in the localization accuracy of sound sources. The spatial fidelity can be increased by adopting HOA microphones of at least third and up to the fifth order [39] . It is also worthwhile to investigate more cost-efficient parametric methods such as DirAC [75] [76] [77] and HARPEX [78, 79] , which have been found to improve the spatial fidelity of FOA signals. Recently, DirAC has also been extended to enhance HOA signals [76, 77] .
The FOA-2D octagonal array reproduction was limited to the horizontal plane, projecting the sound scene predominantly in the horizontal plane. Hence, the FOA-2D octagonal array could be extended to a periphonic (dual-circular array) speaker system paired with higher-order ambisonics and/or parametric methods for enhanced elevation reproduction [19] .
Because there were significant differences observed when evaluating spatial attributes using non-individualized HRTFs with expert listeners [80, 81] , further investigation into the degree to which non-expert listeners were affected when the binaural tracks were rendered with individualized HRTFs [82, 83] and/or headphones with frontal emitters [7] could shed light on studies involving non-expert participants (i.e. soundscape). Despite the limitations, this study provides important information on the viability of FOA reproduction methods in terms of their application in soundscape research and design.
Conclusions
The FOA reproduction methods investigated here built upon previous findings to include emerging technologies and methodologies for soundscape assessment. Specifically, the headphone-based FOA-static and FOA-tracked binaural reproductions and the FOA-2D octagonal speaker array setups were evaluated in terms of overall soundscape quality and perceived spatial quality via virtual soundscape evaluations in comparison (implicitly and explicitly) to in situ experiences.
In the evaluation of overall soundscape quality, no significant differences were found in identifying the dominance of sound sources and the perceived affective quality of soundscape in the comparison between virtual and in situ evaluations, whereas significant differences were found in the perceived spatial quality across the virtual reproduction methods.
Regarding source-related spatial quality, the FOA-tracked binaural playback and the FOA-2D octagonal speaker array could reproduce sufficient spatial aural fidelity in VR for soundscape assessment. However, the environment-related spatial reproduction quality of the FOA-tracked binaural was lower than the FOA-2D speaker array, limiting its utility in instances requiring spatial localization accuracy (e.g. the perception of distance, direction and elevation) and high timbre quality.
In the context of VR HMD in soundscape assessment and design, the FOA-tracked binaural reproduction appeared to be a viable alternative to FOA-2D octagonal array speaker system.
Considering the benefits in the portability of headphones, the possible improvements to the FOA-based binaural methods (e.g. HOA microphones, parametric decoders) to meet the requirements of soundscape design evaluation should be pursued.
